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Self-Taping Audition Workshop 
 

How to prepare it // How to film it // How to act in it // How to edit it // How to submit it 
 
 

Monday, November 12th, 6:30-9pm (all ages) 
 

2324 Marconi Blvd, St. Louis 63110 (free parking) 
 

$50 
 

 

A 2 ½ hour intensive workshop covering all aspects of preparing & creating a self-
taped audition that casting directors and producers will pay attention to. 

 
“In this two-hour class, I will give you a hands-on demonstration of how to create a 

self-taped audition you can be proud of. Being able to produce a successful and 
professional self-taped audition these days increases your casting potential 

dramatically and has become required by the industry. Learn the tips, techniques 
and tricks to making your tape stand out from the rest.” 

 
Please email studio@michaeljamesreed.com to reserve a spot. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Coaching & Study for the Professional Actor by a Professional Actor. 
www.michaeljamesreed.com 

Michael loves sharing his knowledge with actors of all ages, having an 
impact on students at any stage of their careers, and providing 
performers with real and practical tools to succeed in the casting office, 
screen or stage. He has been acting professionally for over 30 years and 
his experience in the markets of Los Angeles and New York is 
unmatched in St. Louis, which he is proud to now call home. He has 
appeared more than 25 times in primetime dramas and sitcoms, 
including “Chicago P.D.,” “24,” “The Shield,” “Six Feet Under,” “King 
of Queens,” and “That '70s Show.” Michael also appeared in numerous 
daytime soap operas, as well as a multitude of national, regional and 
local television commercials. In theatre, Michael has appeared both on 
and off Broadway, as well as with many of the country’s top regional 
theatres. Michael has often been seen on St. Louis stages, including The 
Rep, Shakespeare Festival St. Louis and The MUNY.  
 


